INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
22. – 24. OCTOBER 2014 IN COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

NETWORK within and across disciplines, JOIN new collaborations and EXPLORE sustainable solutions together. MARK the date in your calendar now!

Achieving sustainability requires more than single handed efforts for the environment, the economy or local communities. Good sustainable solutions are interlinked and involve efforts and expertise from many scientific fields and societal layers.

In a unique cross-disciplinary setting we invite scientists, businesses and policy makers to consider and explore sustainable solutions together. Join in when leading experts from a wide variety of disciplines guide us through the newest research related to global sustainability and cut across their fields to create synergy between the topics:

HEALTH · BIODIVERSITY · ECONOMY · CLIMATE CHANGE · PLANETARY BOUNDARIES
FOOD SECURITY · BIOMASS · WATER ACCESS · STEWARDSHIP · URBANISATION
ENERGY · SOCIAL EQUITY

www.sustainability.ku.dk/iarucongress2014